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Abstract
The process of thinking in formulating a mathematical model requires cognitive
processes. In learning mathematics, one of the factors that influence mathematics
ability is gender differences. This research explores and provides an overview of the
cognitive processes, especially using the representational form in mathematical
modeling regarding gender differences. The type of research used is descriptive
exploratory with a qualitative approach. The research subjects were 36 pre-service
teachers in the mathematics education study program, consists of 18 males and 18
females. The instruments were a written test and an interview guide sheet. The result
shows that males get higher percentages than females to answer the representational
problem correctly. In conclusion, both males and females solve the graph problem
using representative form through three components of the cognitive process. The
first and second component, namely knowing and applying, shows the same behavior:
retrieving the information from the mathematical problem and displaying the
information into the graph. For the third component, reasoning also offers the same
behavior because the truth of the graph that justifies refers to the mathematical
properties. The study implies that it might be the same treatment for males and
females to improve representational form regarding the components of cognitive
process, namely, knowing, applying, and reasoning.
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Introduction
In society and almost every sector, mathematical models are used to control, monitor,
design, and predict every problem. The problem as a real-world problem cannot be solved
with mathematics before the problem is turned into the mathematical language in the form of
mathematical models (Hartono, 2020; Kurniadi, Darmawijoyo, &Pratiwi, 2019). This process
of transform real-world problems become mathematical problems is called mathematical
modeling as one of the steps to solve mathematical problems (Blum & Leiß, 2007; Ferri,
2007). The activity of mathematizing real-world problems is known as a mathematical
process (De Lange, 2006; Blum & Niss, 1991). Mathematical modeling is characterized as a
cyclical process in which real-world problems are turned into mathematical language, solved
using symbolic, and the solutions tested back to real life (Haines & Crouch, 2007). The
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modeling process starts with a simplified version of the problem by identifying key
components of the model and formulating the mathematical model using variables and
mathematical expressions. In this activity, the process of thinking in formulating a
mathematical model requires cognitive processes.
Cognitive processes are described as the mental processes of an individual which relate
particular mental states (such as beliefs, desires, and intention) and understanding information
that involves abstraction or concretization (Montague, Krawec, Enders, & Dietz, 2014). In
other words, cognitive processes are defined as processes comprising knowledge, expertise, or
learning. Montague (2000) states that some cognitive processes are reading, paraphrasing,
visualizing, hypothesizing, estimating, computing, and checking. In Ferri (2006), cognitive
processes contain six components: mathematical communication, representational forms,
mathematical problem solving, mathematical argumentation, modeling, and technical abilities
and skills. One of the components, using a representational form, will be discussed in this
study.
Mathematical representation is one of the important skills to be mastered. The ability of
mathematical representation is the student’s expertise in generating mathematical ideas,
namely in the form of meanings, explanations, problems, and so on, to convey the results of
their work specifically as a form of student thinking to find solutions to the problems they are
facing (Huda, Musdi, & Nari, 2019). The importance of mathematical representations can be
seen from the representation standards set by NCTM. NCTM stipulates that learning
programs from pre-kindergarten to grade 12 should enable students to (1) create and use
representations to organize, record, and communicate mathematical ideas; (2) select, apply,
and translate mathematical representations to solve problems; and (3) using representation to
model and interpret physical, social, and mathematical phenomena (NCTM, 2000). In
learning mathematics, students sometimes experience difficulties and guide them to use
representation form to solve the problem. Therefore, a pre-service teacher must have
representation skills to foster representation skills in students.
In addition, one of the factors that influence mathematics ability is gender differences.
Gender differences can lead to differences in the psychiatric learning of students so that males
and females have many differences in learning mathematics (Keitel, 1998). In line with Fuad
(2016), it is said that gender, social, and cultural dimensions are very powerfully interacting
in the conceptualization of mathematics educations. If the same mathematical problem is
given to several individuals, different solutions will be obtained. The reason is the different
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mathematical representation abilities of students in solving problems. What can lead to
differences in students' mathematical representations is gender differences. Male is better in
visual-spatial abilities and females to have higher verbal abilities (Umaroh & Pujiastuti,
2000).
From research by Umaroh and Pujiastuti (2000), there are differences in visual and
symbolic representation between males and females. Males can represent visuals by making
pictures correctly, while females have not been able to represent them in images. Females can
use mathematical equations or models correctly for symbolic representation skills, while
males still experience errors in using mathematical symbols. For verbal representation skills,
although females lacked confidence in answering questions, males and females had
represented written words or texts well by answering questions correctly and re-expressing
their work steps clearly. The research results by Umaroh and Pujiastuti (2000) also show that
in terms of using verbal representations through written texts, females use them more often
than males.
According to the explanations above, the researchers desire to explore and provide an
overview of prospective teachers’ cognitive processes especially using the representational
form in mathematical modeling regarding the gender differences. Therefore, the research
question is How does the cognitive process especially using the representational form (graph
problem) in mathematical modeling, regarding the gender differences of pre-service teachers
mathematics?

Method
The type of research used is descriptive exploratory with a qualitative approach
(Sugiyono, 2016). The purpose is to explore and provide an overview of the cognitive
processes especially using the representational form in mathematical modeling regarding
gender differences. The research subjects were 36 pre-service teachers in mathematics
education program study, consists of 18 males and 18 females. The instruments were a written
test and an interview guide sheet. The researcher gives three mathematical modeling
problems, but in this paper, we only show one mathematical modeling problem related to the
representational form, especially about the graph. The written test question asked the
relationship between time/season and number of zoo visitors, and the task is taken by
National Educational Panel Study (NEPS) Project. The researcher uses this question because
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it has been validated to assess mathematical modeling, especially the representational aspect,
in line with this research.
In this sample item, pre-service teachers need to identify a certain graph representing
the given description of the particular relationship. Therefore, they have to understand some
properties of graphs, such as slope, minimum point, and maximum point with respect to
different representational forms. So, this question is used to explore the cognitive processes
especially using the representational form in mathematical modeling with pre-service
mathematics teachers.

Mathematical modeling problem about representational form (graph)
In the summertime, the Atown-Zoo is visited by more people than in winter.
However, this year, a brown bear was born in October, which attracted a lot of
visitors due to its cuteness. Which of the following graphs correctly displays the
number of visitors at the Atown-Zoo?
A

C

Jan

B

Des
D

Figure 1. Sample item (Neuman et al, 2013)

The data collection procedure included a mathematics modeling test and interview.
There are five males, and five females interviewed to know more about their answers to the
problem. For data analysis, transcribed videotape and interview sessions were coded to
identify the cognitive processes in mathematical modeling for their individual work. To
ensure coding reliability, the researchers coded the data by sharing and discussing individual
codings with each other until resolving all disagreements (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). As the
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basis for the data analysis, we used indicators of the cognitive processes in the mathematical
modeling process in this research are presented in Table 1 (Kemdikbud, 2014).
Table 1. Cognitive process in mathematical modeling
Cognitive Process

Behaviour

Knowing

-

Recall definition, properties and notation
Recognize mathematical objects, shapes and expression
Retrieve the information from the mathematical problem
Use measuring instruments appropriately

Applying

-

Select the appropriate strategy or method
Display mathematical information and data in Table, Diagram, Graph, etc
Select equivalent representation for given mathematical relationship
Do and follow set of mathematical instruction

Reasoning

-

Compose the geometric figures to simplify in solving the given problem
Create connection and link the different elements between related
mathematical ideas
Justify for the truth or falsity refers to mathematical results/properties

-

Results
The mathematical problem in the instrument is choosing the correct graph based on the
situation of the problem. From the situation problem about the visitor of the Atown zoo, we
know that 1) more visitors in the summertime rather than winter and 2) This year, a brown
bear was born in October which attracted many visitors. The instrument item displayed four
optional graphs as follows.
A

C

Jan

B

Des
D

Figure 2. Optional graph
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The following table shows the result of answer from the research subject based on gender
differences.
Table 2. The result of the answer
Gender

Male
Female

Optional Graph
A
B
C
D
In percentages (%)
5.55
27.77
66.68
0
33.33 16.66
44.46
5.55

From the table above, we can see that males have the higher percentage to choose the
correct graph (graph C). The other interesting point is that 33.33% of females choose option
A, which is an incorrect graph. In contrast, only one of 18 males had chosen option A. The
researcher makes a below table to show more detail about the cognitive process in
mathematical modeling from the graph of A and C based on the gender difference.
Table 3. Cognitive process in mathematical modeling based the gender differences
Gender

Cognitive Process
Applying

Knowing
Graph A
(Incorrect Graph)
Male

Reasoning

Knowing
The research subject
considered the
information about a few
visitors in winter and a
lot of visitors when a
brown bear was born.

Figure 3. Male work for graph A
According to the interview, the research subject did not realize that the
graph's starting point and ending point is the winter season means that it
should be a few visitors. The research subject thought that the important thing
is the maximum point of the graph is that in October without considering
other properties of the global graphic of the zoo visitor for one year.
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Gender
Female

Cognitive Process
Knowing and
Applying
In this step, some
females retrieve the
information from the
mathematical
problem and display
the information into
table

Reasoning
In this step, 1 of 3 female
composes the geometric
figures as graph A to simplify
in solving the given problem.
This is incorrect answer
because ,in fact, the starting
point and ending point means
that the winter season when a
few visitors go to the zoo.
Meanwhile, this graph is not
fit with that situation.

Figure 4. Female work for graph A
According to the interview, the research subject starts with knowing the
information of the problem. She generated the table to shows the time of each
season; spring, summer, autumn, and winter. The primary consideration is
only the time of the bears’ born which is October (autumn). Therefore, she
thought that then the maximum point of the graph is that in October.
Graph C (Correct
Graph)

Knowing and Applying
In this step, some males
retrieve the information
from the mathematical
problem, display the
information into the graph
directly, and then sign on
it.
Reasoning
This part shows the justify
for the truth of the graph
that is refers to the
mathematical properties of
its graph.

Male

Figure 5. Male work for graph C
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Gender

Cognitive Process

Female

Knowing and Applying
In this step, some males
retrieve the information
from the mathematical
problem, display the
information into the graph
directly, and then sign on
it.
Reasoning
This part shows the justify
for the truth of the graph
that is refers to the
mathematical properties of
its graph.

Figure 6. Female work for graph C
Based on figure 6, we can see the appropriate cognitive process in
mathematical modeling. Both males and females could overcome the three
processes that are; knowing, applying, and reasoning. The researcher
interviewed to make sure their answer. It is a short transcript:
Researcher
Subject
(female)

Researcher
Subject
(female)
Researcher
Subject
(male)

: Can you explain your work?
: First, I look the optional graph; try to know what it is.
Then, I understand the problem about the relation of
Time and number of visitors. From the time, I know
that more visitor in summer than winter and for this
year, a bear born in October, and most people want to
see it. Therefore, the graph has two maximum points
that are in summer and October.
: So, you also look other optional graph and why it is
not correct?
: Because A, B and D are not suitable with the situation
of the problem.
: What about you? (asked the male subject)
: I don’t see the other optional graph. I just see the
problem and draw the graph based on the situation.

The interesting point in this transcript that is female has more consideration
with the optional graph in the problem. Meanwhile, males only focus on the
situation of the problem.
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Discussion
According to the result above, from graph C, we can see that males and females execute
the three-phase cognitive process in mathematical modeling, namely knowing, applying, and
reasoning. However, for males and females made a mistake for choosing the correct graph,
they overlooked the phase of cognitive process, for instance, male-only show the knowing
aspect, and for female did the wrong in reasoning when they show the behavior is that
decompose the geometric figures to simplify in solving the given problem. Male and female
in doing the thinking process mean doing the mental activity. Mental activity meant is the
activity of receiving, processing, concluding, and extracting information from memory.
Process This mentality is known as how someone thinks or is termed cognition (Maaß, 2006).
The analysis of the findings from this study indicated that male and female pre-service
mathematics teachers showed similar approaches when solving the modeling task about graph
problems. In general, their solution consisted of a single cycle of the modeling process. This
finding is consistent with Berry (2002), who found most students gave that simple solution
approaches and analyzing or clarifying process was spent in less time.
According to Ferri (2010), activities in mathematical modeling require cognitive
activity. From the study result, cognitive activity in composing modeling mathematics is
through stages from understanding context to validating the solved model. Related to the
cognitive processes in mathematical modeling process in this research, the modeling activities
for male and female can be grouped as follow: 1) Knowing is related to the step of
constructing and simplifying/structuring, 2) Applying is related to the step of mathematizing
and working mathematically, and 3)Reasoning is related to the step of interpreting, validating
and exposing (Blum & Leiß, 2007; Blum & Niss, 1991).
Based on Stillman and Brown (2014), students' inability to make mathematical models
will be related to students' failure to apply mathematics relevant to real problems. It also
applies if students can make mathematical models, meaning that students can apply
mathematics that is relevant to real problems. In mathematical modeling, creativity, fluency,
flexibility, and novelty are needed to face an increasingly complex, challenging life (Riyanto
et al., 2019). Therefore, students often create various mathematical models along with the
creativity, fluency, flexibility, and novelty possessed by students. Based on the results of
research that shows female students are better able to plan completion than male students, this
is in line with the previous study (Wei et al., 2012) that the advantage of female students in
solving arithmetic may be due to the excess of female students in language processing rather
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than basic numerical processing and the research showed that gender differences in verbal
processing have implications for the way students work in arithmetic. In addition, in making
mathematical modeling, critical thinking skills and good metacognitive development are
needed to help students reflect on the answers obtained.
One can compile the modeling not to follow the modeling scheme (Blum & Leiß,
2007). Male and female in modeling, the problem mathematics will try to do according to the
cognition it has. The thing this is because someone in learning and processing information has
a way different. According to Maaß (2006), the thought process in mathematical modeling is
a description of the thought process that begins with understanding the task,
simplifying/structuring the task, mathematizing, working mathematically, interpreting, up to
validating based on mathematical modeling routes. Each stage of the modeling route has its
cognitive abilities. Regarding gender differences, males have better mathematical abilities
than females. This finding is consistent with Krutetski’s statement that men have better
mathematical than women, and this difference is not apparent at the primary school level but
becomes more apparent at a higher school level (Krutetski, 1976).

Conclusion
It can be concluded that the cognitive process of using the representational form in
mathematical modeling for males and females shows different results. In this subject research,
more males can answer the graph problem correctly rather than females. Even females have
the same mistake at the phase reasoning in the cognitive process when they compose the
geometric figure to solve the problem. Overall, both males and females solve the graph
problem using representational form through three components of the cognitive process. The
first and second component, namely knowing and applying, shows the same behavior:
retrieving the information from the mathematical problem and displaying the information into
the graph. The third component, namely reasoning, also shows the same behavior is that
justification for the truth of the graph that is referred to the mathematical properties.
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